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24-HOUR POLICY - COACHES 

Suburban FC has adopted a 24-hour policy in order to protect the players, coaches, officials, 
club and parents. The 24-hour rule is a standard our club has put into play to prevent 
discussions regarding playing time, positions, tactics, or general decision making immediately 
following a game.  
 
It is essentially a cool off period that removes emotion from the conversation which allows both 
parties to collect their thoughts prior to speaking about the events. Below are ways to 
appropriately handle the conversations: 
 
Best Practices 
 
Coaches: Be open to these conversations and communicate with your parents as needed.  
Yes, we all have that one parent that calls every week, but good communication and 
perspective, as well as addressing the team as a whole can limit some of the extra phone calls 
coaches receive. Although, when a parent needs to call following a game be prepared and do 
the following. 
 
1. Take down notes about the last game and the player’s training that week. This will help you 
during the conversation and point out important things the player needs to improve on, going 
forward. What position they played, how they performed, and some key moments during the 
game will show the parent you are diligent. 
 
2. Be specific and give insight into the player’s strengths and weaknesses. Give details 
only a coach (or soccer savvy parent) would know from different aspects of the game. 
Technical, Tactical, Physical, and Psychological strengths and weaknesses should all be 
touched on. Provide insight into the player from a soccer perspective, and relate it to the child’s 
personality. For example, if a goalkeeper is introverted by nature, they are going to have 
trouble communicating and directing the back line. I have found this to be helpful with 
parents who always identify with their child’s personality, but don’t understand how it 
affects their play on the field. You are essentially showing the parent you know their 
child, and that is always a plus for a coach. 
 
3. Communicate – that with improvement, will come opportunity. If a player needs to catch 
up to their peers, be honest and let the parent know that. If they need to do work outside 
your training sessions, tell them. We should provide additional training sessions for 
players that need this help, and direct these parents to those opportunities. 
All this should be done in about 10 minutes – 24 hours after the last training session or 
game. It is simply a healthier conversation if you can do it this way and keep the talk short. It will 
avoid the emotions that typically follow high level soccer games, and parents sometimes feel the 
stress more than the players. We recommend coaches keep an open method of contact with 
their parents. Communication is often the key to success and the more open you are as a 
coach, typically the less phone calls you receive. 


